
TABLE TALK

DISCUSSION GUIDE
J O H N  2 0 : 1 9 - 3 1

YOU HAD TO BE THERE

Share an humorous example from your childhood of a friend telling you a story of something wild 
that happened to them, and you just didn’t believe them at all. At what age do you remember gaining 
a healthy level of skepticism? What was it that set that skepticism in motion? 

ENGAGING WITH THE TEXT

Have someone read John 20:19-31
๏ What words or phrases stand out to you from this text and why? 
๏ Beneath this whole passage is the issue of doubt and skepticism surrounding the resurrection of 

Jesus. Thomas was not convinced, and would not be convinced until he saw Jesus himself. This is 
where we get the moniker “Doubting Thomas.” But how is Thomas’ doubt a “healthy” doubt? 

๏ When it comes to the Bible and the faith we have, what have been your experiences with doubt 
and skepticism? Are there certain parts of the Biblical story that are just too wild for you to 
comprehend?

๏ Share an example of a spiritual doubt you were able to work through. 
๏ In Sunday’s sermon, Derek quoted Joan Chittister, saying: “Doubt is the mother of conviction. Once 

we have pursued our doubts to the dust, we forge a stronger, not a weaker, belief system. These 
truths are true, we know, because they are true for us rather than simply fro someone else. It is 
doubt that is the beginning of real faith.” Share you thoughts on this.

REFLECTION 
John 20:29 - “Blessed are those who have not seen and yet have come to believe.”  Share what you 
think this blessing is that Jesus mentions on those of us who were not there to witness the 
resurrection for ourselves. 

Close your group time in prayer. 

This discussion guide is based on the sermon titled “Wish You Were Here” preached on Sunday, April 24, 2022. All sermon 
audios can be accessed at www.atlantachristianchurch.org/podcast. Search by title to locate the sermon. 

http://www.atlantachristianchurch.org/podcast

